SPECIFICATION OF TRAFFIC LIGHT BATON

Traffic Light baton should be made out of strong material Polycarbonate & ABS

It should have having total length of 319 mm with Gripping handle and blinking portion.

An Electronic PCB board should be fitted in the light bar.

Small Size LEDs (6 nos. of Red, 6 Nos of green & 1 No. of white) should be fixed on the board which glow when energy is transmitted through it.

For proper sealing, water resistant ring should be provided around the polycarbonate Handle which increases the life of safety bar in all weather conditions.

A Multifunction switch is provided to select desired function i.e OFF/ON BLINKING RED/BLINKING Green and powerful LED on the Top for working as Torch.

A rechargeable socket should be provided in the light bar for charging purpose.

An 230 V AC adaptor should also be provided with the light bar for charging rechargeable Battery.